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Monitoring, Alerting & Reporting
Our team employs the latest and most advanced technologies and cyber 

tactics to provide unmatched minimal response time and effectiveness. Our 

security experts can help accelerate investigations, minimize cyber as well 

as business risks and improve your Cyber Security posture.

CyberSOC Africa, the continent’s cyber security leader, protects and defends 

enterprises, SMEs and governments’ most significant digital business assets 

and data. Based on military-grade cyber expertise and methodologies, it is 

one of the most sophisticated local cyber intelligence networks available 

in Africa. 

Our red team experts provide corporates from all industries with realistic 

cyber-attacks against infrastructures, processes, and technologies. The Red 

Team conducts controlled cyber-attacks against your corporate network in 

order to test your entire security ecosystem for operational readiness and 

uncover potential risks and security gaps. 



SOC AS A SERVICE

  24/7/365 ISO certified 
Security Operations Center

  Automation and Orchestration

  Real time analysis

  Dedicated local team of experts  
and military grade expats 

  Unmatched reporting

  Integration to customer 
existing technology stack 
and cloud infrastructure

  Advanced Threat Intelligence, 
targeting Africa’s unique 
cyber threatscape

  On-premise support  
& maintenance

  Vulnerability scans  
and assessments

  RED team & Pentesting

  AI-based vulnerability assessment 
and Penetration Testing

  Cyber security assessment

CyberSOC Africa operates an in-country, state-of-the-art, ISO certified 

security operations center. It is comprised of uncompromising design, 

quality, rigorous engineering, and best-in-breed technologies coupled 

with an elite team of cyber experts to deliver total cyber enforcement 

and superior technological capability. Our analysts are exposed to a 

wide array of cyber incidents, customers, technologies, verticals and 

disciplines, which gives them the ability to provide you with unmatched 

value in terms of cyber expertise, and ultimately cyber resilience.

Cyber security of international caliber:  
local and at scale
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360º Cybersecurity: Visibility, 
Security, Assurance and Report.  

CyberSOC 
security cloud

CyberSOC Africa HQ

Real time log analysis
Detection & Response

Big data collection

Customer’s 
Premise

ReportsNotifications Dashboards

Automation, orchestration 
& remediations

Visibility 
Integration of clients assets to Cybersoc 

Africa’s Security operations provides the 

CISOs and the CROs total ability to view the 

security posture of their organization in a single 

pane of glass. Cybersoc Africa’s technology 

and expertise provide you ongoing visibility 

into your digital systems, assets and data 

at a glance for thorough protection. Easy to 

use and operate, the UI includes Google-like 

search functionality to quickly find events and 

understand activities.
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Assurance 
CyberSOC Africa’s report team produces dynamic comprehensive reports that 

provide CISOs and their teams unmatched visibility into their organization’s 

security maturity. These weekly, monthly and quarterly reports consist of 

3 dashboards that incorporate information from hundreds of attributes 

in order to illustrate organizational security maturity score, industry 

benchmark (how do you rank among your indusrty) and global benchmark. 

The reports contain a dynamic simulator that allows IT leaders to gain 

actionable insights to improve their scores - essentially it is a sophisticated 

planning tool for maximizing cyber resilience.

Users connect to CyberSOC’s web-based UI to perform daily activities. CISOs 

can use the UI to gain total visibility of their cyber security posture from 

a single pane of glass. CROs can define and refine their risk assessments 

based on cyber resilience scores and actionable insights to improve posture 

and reduce risk exposure. IT security and operations users can use the UI 

for ongoing assessments as needed. The single pane of glass dashboard 

design allows ongoing visibility into your digital systems, assets and data 

at a glance for thorough protection.

Security

CyberSOC Africa’s experts have unmatched response time in providing the 

region with superior, on-premise defense that significantly reduces risk 

exposure while empowering business leaders to focus on growing their 

business with confidence. 
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